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The Australasian Gaming Expo (AGE) is set to open its doors in Sydney, Australia, between the 15th and 

17th of August and SUZOHAPP will be exhibiting on Stand 470. This year the Exhibition slogan is ‘The 

Future is Here’ which perfectly fits with SUZOHAPP’s approach to business. At this year’s AGE, SUZOHAPP 

will be showing how gaming manufacturers and operators can take the future of gaming into their own 

hands thanks to SUZOHAPP solutions. 

 

SUZOHAPP provides the right solution for all applications in a hotel, club or casino. At this AGE show, 

SUZOHAPP will highlight the Loyalty Kiosk, integrated with a number of Loyalty system providers and POS 

companies, and the DisplayPro digital sign, featuring a 42” FHD commercial rated screen which is ideal for 

visual campaigns, replacing untidy posters and older back light sign boxes. The Dual Sided LCD Displays, 

perfect for table games applications and other casino uses, will also be in the spotlight. 

 

The future of interactive table gaming is called InteractivePro™ Table, the solution which offers a unique 

10-point multi-touch experience suitable for a wide range of applications, excellent for television, video 

and interactive entertainment in bars, casino floors, restaurants and lounges. SUZOHAPP will also show its 

wall mounted version, the BoothTV, which can host a number of different applications and be used by more 

than one person at a time to utilize or interact with a system, including video and browser applications. 

 

There will be a strong array of cash handling technology on display in the SUZOHAPP booth. The Cash 

Redemption Terminal (CRT) enables players to cash out their gaming tickets without having to line up at a 

service counter. Visitors looking for a solution to store banknotes effectively and securely in a high volume 

retail environment will be impressed with the CashComplete™ SDS-30 and the SDS-35. These innovative 

Smart Deposit Systems represent a cost-effective method to secure notes and reduce shrinkage. The 

compact design enables them to be installed directly at the point of sale, such as at a live gaming table or 

bar or bottle shop cash register.  
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Visitors will have the opportunity to meet the Australian team and get the latest information on SUZOHAPP 

components, including the MFL note reader that ensures a very high acceptance rate, is TITO ready and 

capable of reading the new Australian banknotes. A special focus will be put on the SUZOHAPP range of 

VisionPro LCD slot machine screens which are available for most EGM models and in a range of sizes. 

 

Finally, SUZOHAPP is the exclusive global partner for TransAct and will be exhibiting a wide array of printer 

solutions, including the latest Edge printer and the Epicentral system that enables operators to make full 

use of the printer information. 

 

“We have decades of experience in serving the Australian and International gaming markets. We have many 

exciting offerings to present this year, so we invite all visitors to join us at booth 470. Whether operator or 

manufacturer, we have the solutions that will help you take the next step into the future of gaming,” 

comments Geoff McDowell, SUZOHAPP APA Managing Director. 

 
 
 
 

About SUZOHAPP  

SUZOHAPP is a technology company providing software and hardware for cash handling automation and 

self-service solutions to more than 25,000 customers throughout the world. SUZOHAPP’s technology 

enables automation for customers operating in a variety of end markets, including retail, transportation, 

gaming, banking, vending and amusement. SUZOHAPP’s solutions include cash deposit, recycling, 

processing and payment systems as well as a broad range of self-service component technologies. The 

brands of SCAN COIN, Comestero and CashComplete™ are united under the SUZOHAPP Company. 

SUZOHAPP’s more than 1,100 employees operate in 19 countries and its dealer network covers more than 

100 countries. More information is available at www.suzohapp.com. SUZOHAPP is owned by affiliates of 

ACON Investments, L.L.C., a Washington, D.C.- based international private equity investment firm that has 

responsibility for managing approximately $4.4 billion of capital. For more information, visit 

www.aconinvestments.com 
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